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Preface

Short political cycles, short-term investment horizons, a lack of viable financing structures, inappropriate risk assessment frameworks and a lack of long-term vision mean that much-needed investment does not flow to infrastructure and development. This results in a US$1 trillion annual shortfall in infrastructure alone.

As part of the System Initiative on Shaping Long-term Investing, Infrastructure and Development¹, this report – Recycling our Infrastructure for Future Generations – builds on earlier work completed under the Forum’s Strategic Infrastructure Initiative² and takes a closer look at an emerging approach to financing new infrastructure, which is known as “asset recycling”.

Insight presented in this report demonstrates that asset recycling in infrastructure has the potential to significantly increase levels of investment. This is the result of creating alignment with long-term institutional investors that have a preference for built assets, notably pension funds. Asset recycling unlocks and directs capital from these investors towards governments’ most critical greenfield infrastructure needs.

This approach can be particularly valuable in jurisdictions that face difficulties in raising finance for infrastructure projects due to existing high levels of public debt or the perceived levels of risk of building new infrastructure.

If successfully implemented, asset recycling can provide governments with a viable route towards closing the infrastructure investment gap and accelerating national infrastructure programmes to stay on a path to inclusive economic growth and recovery. It can also allow citizens to invest in mature local infrastructure through their pension funds, meaningfully diversifying retirement savings portfolios.

We would like to thank the many World Economic Forum partner companies and other expert stakeholders that have contributed their expertise and leadership. In particular, we wish to express our appreciation to Atkins Acuity, a member of the SNC Lavalin Group, for their support and collaboration in this project and to this report.
Recycling our Infrastructure for Future Generations

Our longstanding equity participation in infrastructure assets has allowed us to play a significant role in shaping the Canadian infrastructure sector into one of the most efficiently regulated and attractive markets of its kind. This approach has been proven to consistently provide the best value for money that creates solutions to important public needs.

We are aware that the need for new infrastructure goes beyond the current model’s capability, not only in Canada, but also throughout the world, stimulating the need to explore new avenues to deliver more projects. One of the key elements is how to finance new infrastructure projects in a cost of capital efficient way. Infrastructure Asset recycling is one of the solutions that can unlock capital investment using existing assets, thus providing a substantial and potentially sustainable source of financing for upgrades, maintenance and new project launches.

However, success will rely on the approach and inclusion of all stakeholders, ensuring that the social and economic objectives are met. It will also hinge on creating new types of partnerships, expanding the reach for capital to new players such as local pension funds.

As a leading player in the development, financing, engineering and construction, operation and maintenance, and asset management of large-scale, complex infrastructure projects, SNC Lavalin is always at the forefront of the industry. Our goal is to become a trailblazer on this journey, helping to propel the successful Canadian version of the public-private partnership model globally, just as we have successfully done in Canada over the last 15 years.

Forewords

The case has been made: the world needs massive investment in infrastructure, for many important reasons, such as maintaining existing infrastructure or building new projects to keep pace with growth and increase productivity. But governments almost everywhere are facing significant fiscal constraints, prompting them to look for ways to manage their balance sheets prudently while meeting basic, critical needs in infrastructure. At the same time, especially in a low-interest rate environment, long term investors are looking for opportunities to invest in infrastructure assets that meet their risk-return objectives.

The question is: How do you bring together infrastructure needs and long-term investor capabilities? Asset recycling is an important part of the answer. It is a solution that connects needs and capabilities in an efficient way. It is a way for governments to tap into the value they have built into existing assets over the years to free up the capital they need to launch new greenfield projects. And it is a way for long-term investors to invest in a tried-and-true asset class that generates stable and predictable returns over the long term for their clients.

The idea merits the attention of government leaders and investors worldwide with good reason. Through asset recycling programmes, governments gain the financial flexibility to take on new and innovative infrastructure projects. Investors can access previously unavailable investment opportunities. Citizens benefit twice, as users from better mobility and additional services and as investors through their retirement savings portfolio. Cities and countries will gain from increased productivity and more sustainable economic development.

Clearly, the global economy could use a boost from infrastructure. Asset recycling gives governments and investors an opportunity to do just that.
Executive summary

Obstacles to private investment in infrastructure: Private sector–government expectations mismatch and distrust from populations

Infrastructure has long been recognized as a key enabler of economic and social development. Even so, persisting wealth differences exist between regions, and new challenges such as climate change, ageing of the existing asset base, population growth and urbanization, all require increasing levels of investments in infrastructure.

The slow growth in developed economies in the aftermath of the global financial crisis has significantly reduced the share of governments’ budget allocated to building, maintaining and operating new infrastructure. High debt levels have also restricted government’s ability to borrow, and governments are increasingly looking at ways to create space on their balance sheet rather than considering simple on or off the balance sheet approaches. Furthermore, demographic patterns such as ageing populations can increase pressure on government budgets, notably through the impact on providing healthcare or the increasing retirement savings gap (see Box 1). These factors reduce governments’ flexibility or ‘fiscal space’ to address the infrastructure investment shortfall.

Lack of transparency has also been a major challenge, with governments diluting any proceeds from the sale of assets to the overall budget or using them to pay off debt, thus failing to show the value of the infrastructure sale. This lack of transparency also relates to the lack of standardization in financial market documentation and reporting. Infrastructure debt is still far from being a tradable asset class. Further efforts are needed to standardize and ensure the hurdles for investing are minimised.

In parallel, private sector offerings in infrastructure have significantly developed and governments are learning more about how to regulate and structure public-private partnerships. Multiple reports, articles and analyses are now available to explore the risk sharing, governance, models and types of assets that have had the best results, as well as the pitfalls to avoid.

Private engagement in building and operating assets has not always delivered the innovation and higher levels of service expected, although there equally are many cases where it has. The history of this journey also contributes to a negative public perception of private sector participation. In parallel, the private sector has often increased prices to cover real costs where governments previously subsidized these services. Today, people expect higher levels of services from private operators of infrastructure.

People also fear a loss of control, but the fact that many investors are pension funds managing constituents’ funds for retirement has often not been well understood. There has often been a lack of engagement and communication both from the government and private operators with affected communities.

Private investors’ appetite for infrastructure assets has been growing, driven in part by the slow growth environment characterized by the low returns of sovereign debt instruments. In particular, the growth in number of assets under management in pension and sovereign funds has been encouraging. However investors’ interest for infrastructure exceeds the supply of investable projects and assets. There is often a mismatch between what governments want in terms of new or social infrastructure, and private investors’ preference for existing and proven economic infrastructure, especially long-term investors such as pension funds.
An asset recycling strategy can meet the challenges

An asset recycling strategy can help solve the challenges outlined above by:

– Building trust with communities through budget transparency, prioritized planning and improved safeguards;
– Divesting government assets that private investors want, to reinvest the proceeds into the assets that communities want;
– Building new infrastructure without increasing debt levels and taxes, nor reallocating funds from other much needed public services;
– Targeting opportunities for efficiency gains in existing infrastructure and more private-public knowledge transfer;
– Promoting infrastructure as a more accessible and tradable asset class for institutional sources of capital, notably pension funds;
– Providing more opportunities for citizens to invest in local mature infrastructure through their pension funds, meaningfully diversifying retirement savings portfolios.

What is the infrastructure asset recycling mechanism?

An asset recycling strategy involves two well-known activities – divesting existing assets to a private consortium and investing in a new infrastructure asset. However, it innovates by taking a long-term, comprehensive view of these two activities, which involves a strategic assessment of:

– The capital value tied up in existing infrastructure assets on the public balance sheet.
– The potential benefits to be obtained by monetizing these assets and directly reinvesting the capital proceeds to create additional or improve existing infrastructure.
– The possibility for governments to meet the challenges of political, construction and user risks of new assets and reap the benefits by divesting these new assets to private investors in the future and repeat the cycle;

This process recycles previous taxpayer’s funds that have been locked up in older assets to pay for new or renewed assets to meet the demand of future generations. This avoids the need to continually raise taxes or increase borrowing and debt levels. The population retains access to the public services and benefits provided by the older assets, but now also gains from additional or improved services and benefits provided from re-investment in new and/or improved infrastructure (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: The infrastructure asset recycling process

Source: Authors
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An asset recycling strategy is typically implemented at the country level in partnership with local governments and includes all types of urban and infrastructure services. This strategy supersedes the silo approach to infrastructure planning.

Depending on the assets owned by governments, the institutional and political situation, and the needs of the population, asset recycling can be implemented at a smaller scale, for example in one region, or selling a category of assets to reinvest in a targeted category of assets.

Experimenting at a smaller scale before scaling-up into a larger strategy can be valuable to test investors’ appetite and improve the government’s processes and knowledge. However, the best way to meet the needs of the stakeholders should always come first. Stakeholders’ and community engagement should be an integral part of the strategy from the outset.

Implementing an infrastructure asset recycling programme

Asset recycling must be adapted to each jurisdiction’s institutional, cultural and physical situation. However, a set of principles and tools inspired by best practices and experts’ consultation can support the process of designing and implementing an infrastructure asset recycling strategy. (See Figure 2.)

These nine principles are organized in three action themes. They correspond to how to organize, plan and optimize asset recycling, divesting and reinvesting, as well as how to create momentum and support through the whole lifecycle of the programme.

**Figure 2: A framework for implementing infrastructure asset recycling**

Source: Authors
Beyond these principles, some governance and operational tools have proved particularly useful in best practice examples.

**Establish an independent infrastructure agency**

Independent infrastructure agencies in charge of advising the government on the long-term infrastructure plan can offer a system-wide vision of infrastructure, crossing the usual repositories of sectoral bureaucracy. They can also be the repositories of learnings from research, divestment and reinvestment. By representing several public, private and academic views through their board of directors, these agencies can contribute their innovation and expertise. They can also contribute to better communication and transparency by conducting and publishing reviews of projects and publishing lists of prioritized projects based on diligent cost-benefit analysis.

**Publish lists and business cases**

For an asset recycling programme not to fall into the traps of previous privatizations, the government needs to clearly plan for each step of the initiative. This means using internal or external expertise to divest assets according to best practices in public-private partnerships, but to also develop a strong plan for reinvestment. The reinvestment phase involves most of the innovation of asset recycling.

Designating an agency or a team to build methods to assess the value and priority of assets justify how they will answer present and future needs, but also communicate the list and the choices made. These are key elements to guarantee the good use of the funds and to build the communities’ trust. This stage also determines if the new assets will be good candidates for future private investors, and will bring equivalent economic value to the divested assets.

**Using a trust fund to store the proceeds from divesting assets**

Much of the distrust of divesting public assets comes from the perception that unlocked capital seems to not benefit the population. By allocating the capital proceeds to a fund separate from the government’s balance sheet, and clearly specifying what the capital from the fund will be used for, is a strong message to the public, as well as a guarantee of long-term value creation. Key performance indicators, a strong and transparent investment planning, and transparent governance are all important elements to this fund structure.

**Protecting the public interest by enforcing the service level and safeguarding clauses in concessions**

The ability of governments and regulatory bodies to ensure the divested asset continues to provide a service to the population as good or better will be a critical factor to the success of an asset recycling strategy. A regulatory framework is essential. This should include robust and transparent operational and financial performance reporting requirements of the assets and companies in question. Concession agreements can then be crafted with clauses that protects the levels of service for users through key performance indicators (KPIs) and safeguards, enforcing issues such as operations and maintenance standards, asset capacity upgrades and agreement on pricing levels and indices.

**Engaging the public through opinion surveys and community meetings**

Better understanding communities’ and stakeholders’ concerns by engaging them directly to identify their key fears and threats, and how they might be addressed, can help tailor an asset recycling programme to the needs and values of local communities. Mechanisms should be created that encourage the public community to engage throughout the whole process. These mechanisms include public opinion surveys and town hall meetings that can help identify people’s concerns as well as the public’s reaction to the rationale set forth by the government, and to proposed solutions to address concerns. Adopting a more collaborative process with the local community during the planning and implementation stages can considerably reduce opposition and build support.

This report details the elements and describes international examples according to the following contents.

- **Part 1: Context,** takes a closer look at the current trends and barriers preventing governments from closing the infrastructure investment gap.

- **Part 2: Introducing infrastructure asset recycling,** details the three key parts of an asset recycling strategy in infrastructure, addresses some of the misconceptions of asset recycling, and provides a checklist for governments to consider when assessing the suitability of an asset recycling strategy.

- **Part 3: Implementing an infrastructure asset recycling programme,** details action areas and principles important to a good implementation strategy and provides examples of the tools used by governments to successfully recycle assets and reinvest in new and needed infrastructure.

- **Part 4: The way forward,** reviews how this strategy might be helpful in different regions and proposes ideas of adaptation to different situations, notably in developed versus developing regions.
Infrastructure outlook

By 2040, the global population will increase by almost 2 billion people, which is 25% more than today’s total population. Continued rural to urban migration will also increase the number of people living in cities by 46%, pushing global population density up to 61 people per square kilometre from 49 today.

These demographic patterns will result in a surge in demand on existing infrastructure, resulting in the following effects:

- Higher resource consumption and need for improved services, such as power, telecommunications, clean water and sanitation
- Heavier traffic and congestion on roads
- Increased number of passengers using public transport networks, for example bus, metro and rail
- More trade and delivery of goods and services through shipping, air, road and rail freight transport
- Increased demand and increased cost of housing if supply cannot match demand
- More solid waste and pollution.

There will also be an increasing need for ageing infrastructure to be more resilient and able to cope with the effects of climate change. Over the next 25 years, global infrastructure needs are estimated to reach $100 trillion. On current investment trends, there will be a projected investment gap of $20 trillion over the same period.

To sustain global economic growth and also meet the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, global investment in infrastructure needs to be increased by 23%, to 3.7% of annual global GDP.

Government budget constraints

Today, governments continue to tackle record levels of public debt a decade after the global financial crisis, which now stands above the critical level of 90% of GDP in Japan, Italy, the United States, Spain, France, and Canada, and at 89% of GDP in the United Kingdom and the Euro area, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Government debt levels as percentage of GDP among G20 countries

Source: Trading Economics

Context
Recycling our Infrastructure for Future Generations
To improve operational budgets and “fiscal space”, governments in many countries are taking steps to reduce public spending levels, making it difficult to simultaneously increase investment in infrastructure, especially through further borrowing. With existing high levels of government debt, increasing further levels of borrowing is not always a viable solution, as this can trigger downgrades to sovereign credit ratings and increase the governments’ cost of borrowing.

In 2016, investment in infrastructure among G7 countries remained low, for example as little as 1.6% of GDP in the United States. At current investment levels this will result in the largest infrastructure investment shortfall of any country, with a national deficit projection of $3.8 trillion by 2040, which is 31% of the national investment need in infrastructure.

Other demographic patterns, notably the trend of ageing populations, are creating further pressure on government budgets. Examples include the impact on healthcare costs and the cost of providing national/state pensions, which poses a significant challenge with a projected retirement savings gap of $400 trillion by 2050 (Box 1).

Box 1: Fiscal space and the retirement savings gap

The global dependency ratio, which is the ratio of those in the workforce to those in retirement, will plummet from 8:1 today to 4:1 by 2050. As a result, the global retirement savings gap, currently estimated at $70 trillion today, will grow to $400 trillion by 2050, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The size of the retirement savings gap ($trillions, 2015)

![Figure 4: The size of the retirement savings gap ($trillions, 2015)](image)

Source: Mercer/World Economic Forum

Of the $70 trillion gap for 2015, more than 75% is associated with unfunded government-provided pillar one pensions and pensions promised to public employees. Closing the gap will require a number of interventions and reform, such as increasing the retirement age. It will also likely add further pressure to the fiscal position of governments. This will reduce flexibility in their operational budgets going forward and the ability to increase allocation to more investment in infrastructure.

In addition to challenges stemming from ageing populations, the past decade has also seen increased levels of volatility in the stock market, impacting the returns from equity and debt investments. Low interest rates and bond yields have also contributed to the problem. The result is that pension fund assets have not grown as fast as their liabilities, so their deficits – the gaps between the money they have and the money it will take to pay their pensioners – have widened.
In an attempt to offset these growing unfunded liabilities, national and state pension funds have been increasing their investment levels in infrastructure over recent years. Fund managers are looking for new sources of return and better diversification of investment risk, searching beyond the traditional asset classes of equities, bonds, cash and real estate. These investors need low-risk, long-term and inflation-hedged investments to better position themselves to pay the benefits promised to current and future retirees. This investment profile explains the increased level of interest in mature operating infrastructure assets.

Pension and sovereign funds that invest in infrastructure can also help communities benefit twice from infrastructure, both as users and as investors. The long-term horizon of pension funds can also create alignment between investors looking to hold the asset for a long time and governments looking to optimize infrastructure assets’ planning, delivery and operations over their entire lifecycle.
The mismatch between investor appetite and government needs

Private actors have increasingly participated in the financing, building and operating of infrastructure through public-private partnerships. The aggregate value of global infrastructure investments reached its highest level in 2016, with $413 billion invested.17

Investor appetite for infrastructure has grown steadily since the global financial crisis. Investing in infrastructure assets, characterized by long-term contractual arrangements and regulation, was a means to reduce portfolio risks through diversification, and to access higher risk-adjusted returns when sovereign bond returns were extremely low. A recent survey18 among investors reveals that these two objectives have been met.

However, infrastructure was also expected to provide additional benefits, such as inflation-linked returns and long-term stable cash flows, all particularly interesting for investors with long term horizons such as pension funds. If these benefits do not seem as clearly met, they explain investors’ declared preference for:

- Privately-held infrastructure debt or equity as opposed to public stocks or bonds; and
- “Brownfield” (existing) and “contracted” infrastructure, as well as brownfield regulated utilities rather than “greenfield”19 (new) projects.

As a result, demand from private investors is high, but concentrated on some types of assets that do not necessarily match governments’ priorities, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Indicative investor preferences and government supply

Source: World Economic Forum20
Efforts to increase private participation in infrastructure therefore continue to face challenges, due to the mismatched expectations between private investors and governments. As a result, infrastructure investment funds have had trouble investing the private capital they have raised, with a surplus of “dry powder” reaching $151 billion as of June 2017.22

Brownfield infrastructure stock

Governments struggle to reflect the true value of public assets on their balance sheets, which means there is very little data on how effective governments are at managing their generally large portfolios of property, infrastructure and natural resources. This also makes it unclear whether taxpayers receive a good return on the investment in those assets, either financially or in terms of effective public service delivery.23

According to a recent report,24 the total built asset wealth now stands at an estimated US$218 trillion. The report provides an index (see Figure 6) and calculates the value of all the buildings and infrastructure that contribute to economic productivity in 32 countries, which collectively makes up 87% of global GDP, representing on average per country analysed a built asset stock worth 2.9 times their GDP.

Figure 6: Top 20 countries ranked by wealth of built assets ($trillion)

Source: CEBR/Arcadis
Many G7 economies have seen a net de-investment through lack of additional investments and the depreciation of their existing built assets since 2012. The largest of these was Japan, which experienced depreciation in its built asset stock of $4.6 trillion. However, as a proportion of its stock, Germany’s net loss exceeds that of Japan – at 21% compared to 20%.

When budget allocation, debt and public-private partnerships for greenfield projects fail to provide sufficient capital for new infrastructure projects, governments can consider unlocking capital from their existing infrastructure stock by using investor interest in mature operating assets.

Public perception of private participation in infrastructure

Since widespread policies of privatizing public services began in the 1980s, there have been recurring concerns and debates about allowing the private sector to own and manage public services, notably infrastructure.

Worldwide studies have provided examples of the benefits of involving the private sector in infrastructure development and management. Benefits include innovation, increased efficiency and effectiveness of services, increased investments throughout the project’s lifecycle, reduced time of construction and overall cost of the project when risks are well allocated. However, these benefits do not systematically and consistently occur and expectations might have been disproportionate and sometimes contradictory, notably in the water sector.

Failures have gradually helped governments establish legal frameworks and advance contracts, dispute resolution mechanisms and rules to support more successful private sector participation. Communication with communities to inform but also to understand their needs and concerns is still key to the success of private-sector engagement. This is an area that needs to improve in practice. Practitioners interviewed agreed that the private sector needs to focus on improving the customer experience and service, and communicate about key achievements. Voter concerns also include the fear of losing “ownership” of infrastructure assets, particularly where the buyer is foreign and profits go to shareholders far from home.

Privatization is also perceived as resulting in job loss, higher prices and quick profits instead of sustainably providing services. In some cases, there has been a discrepancy between what private operators and sector departments report in their official key performance indicators and the daily experience of users.
In addition, privatization has often been used to alleviate a government’s debt, or the money has disappeared into the government’s budget, with the population not having a clear sense of the use of this capital. Using privatizations to pay off debt could be viewed as a short-term strategy, foregoing the future to make up for the governments’ financial mismanagement.

An infrastructure asset recycling strategy can provide a mechanism for governments to address most of these public perception issues. An asset recycling strategy can also regain the trust of communities by clearly laying out a plan for new infrastructure, and transparently showing the value of divesting existing assets to reinvest in the most needed projects. Asset recycling can both communicate the transparency of the government’s budget and long-term planning based on user needs. It can also help engage new types of investors such as local pension funds, which significantly increase community support levels for private engagement in infrastructure. (See Box 4.)
The asset recycling process

Asset recycling, also known as capital recycling, is a widely used business practice that consists of disposing non-strategic or underperforming assets to unlock “idle” capital and reinvest it in other assets or projects that deliver improved or additional benefits.

Governments and public-sector organizations, which own and operate infrastructure assets and also hold the responsibility of delivering improved or new public services, can adopt this practice to meet the growing needs of the population.

Infrastructure asset recycling involves two activities:

- Divesting existing assets; and
- Reinvesting in new infrastructure.

Separately, the activities could be regarded as standard practices often used by governments and public-sector organizations. For example, governments have historically leased or sold public assets. However, the proceeds from these divestments have often been used to pay off debts and improve their operational budgets. Governments also invest in new infrastructure assets, however, they often use national budgets, subject to bureaucratic rules of allocation that often lack a whole lifecycle and system-wide perspective on infrastructure.

An infrastructure asset recycling strategy described here goes beyond current practices, and combines these two activities together into a long-term view and strategic assessment of:

- The capital value tied up in existing infrastructure assets on the public balance sheet; and
- The potential benefits to be obtained by monetizing these assets and directly reinvesting the capital proceeds to create additional or improve existing infrastructure.

This process recycles previous taxpayer’s funds that have been locked up in older assets to pay for new or renewed assets to meet the demand of future generations. This avoids the need to continually raise taxes or increase borrowing and debt levels. The population retains access to the public services and benefits provided by the older assets, but now also gains from additional or improved services and benefits provided from re-investment in new and/or improved infrastructure, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The infrastructure asset recycling process

Source: Authors
Step 1 – Divest existing assets

There are different degrees of divestment possible and each government should follow a process to choose which one best suits their objectives for their jurisdiction and assets. The four main options to divest existing assets are:

- **Temporary ownership**
  Full ownership of the asset can be divested temporarily through a lease/concession agreement with a defined period, for example of 30, 50 or 100 years.

- **Partial ownership**
  A partial equity stake in a public asset is divested on a permanent basis, for example 49% of ownership.

- **Temporary-partial ownership**
  A temporary-partial ownership is a combination of the above, for example under a shared ownership structure but on a temporary basis.

- **Full ownership**
  Full ownership is transferred to the private sector on a permanent basis, which is also known as privatization.

In asset recycling, the most popular options for divesting assets are temporary and partial ownerships through a lease and concession agreement. This allows governments or public sector organizations to maintain a direct stake in the asset as a major equity shareholder, draft an agreement with safeguard clauses to protect service levels, and allow governments to get the full ownership of the asset back in the future.

Meanwhile, the private party takes full responsibility for operating the asset, assuming all or most commercial risks, and guaranteeing a level of service for the right to collect user fees. See Box 2.

---

**Box 2: The Poles and Wires Divestment Programme – New South Wales and Australia**

The state of New South Wales’ (NSW) Poles and Wires Divestment Programme was completed in 2017 with the successful leasing of electricity network assets Ausgrid, Endeavour Energy and Transgrid to private consortiums. The consortiums include, and often were led by, local pension funds, also known as superannuation or “super”, such as:

- AustralianSuper: The largest pension fund in Australia.
- IFM Investors: A fund management company owned by 29 Australian pension funds that invests in infrastructure on their behalf.
- Hastings: A portfolio manager for the Utilities Trust of Australia.
- AMP Capital: An investment manager on behalf of REST Industry Super (Retail Employees Superannuation Trust).

The programme also attracted more than A$34 billion in private capital investment and raised A$23 billion in net capital proceeds (after clearing debt attached to the assets) to directly finance new infrastructure in NSW, under its Rebuilding NSW infrastructure plan. Some highlights from the infrastructure plan include urban projects such as the Sydney Metro project, Westconnex Highways project, Parramatta Light Rail, and also social infrastructure projects including A$1 billion in school upgrades, A$1 billion in healthcare and A$1.5 billion in culture and sport.

The NSW government divested these assets through a mixture of partial and temporary ownership agreements, for example the 99-year lease and concession agreement for 50.4% equity stake in Ausgrid. Under these agreements the NSW government will:

- Have an ongoing role as the lessor of the business and as an investor;
- Continue its role as licensor; and
- Continue its role as safety and reliability regulator.

The NSW government also retained its majority ownership through 51% of the overall state’s electricity network, with equity holdings in Essential Energy (100 %), Ausgrid (49.6 %) and Endeavour Energy (49.6 %).

The networks will continue to be regulated by the Australian Energy Regulator, which determines the network charges. As part of the concession agreements, the total network charges from the private consortium will need be lower in 2019 than they were in 2014, as per the Electricity Prices Guarantee that was included in the transaction as a result of the Australian Energy Regulators decision to cut power prices by 5% to 12%. Some additional safeguards implemented in the agreements include:

- Operation and control is to be undertaken solely from Australia and foreign consortium members will retain an interest of no more than 50%.
- Half of the board, including an independent chair and director, must be Australian citizens and residents.
- Five-year job guarantees for workers, including leave entitlements and superannuation accrued while working for the state-run networks, a condition of the electricity privatization legislation passing the NSW Parliament, and;
- All transactions need to receive regulatory clearances from the Foreign Investment Review Board, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, the Australian Taxation Office and the Federal Treasurer.
Step 2 – Reinvest in new infrastructure

The second phase of asset recycling is to reinvest the capital proceeds from divesting existing assets into other strategic and valuable projects. This should aim to distribute the maximum amount of benefits possible to the broader community and taxpayers, to whom the divested assets belonged to.

Two strategies are possible. One is to reinvest in assets that have the same economic value as the assets divested, while the other gives more weight to the needs of the population even if new infrastructure does not generate cash flows.

Strategy 1 – Maintain the monetary value of the governments’ infrastructure capital

This strategy will promote investing in economic infrastructure: infrastructure systems and assets that enable and promote economic activity, productivity and connectivity at national and regional levels. Examples of economic infrastructure include highways, rail, airports, seaports, electricity, telecommunications, and water.

Economic infrastructure typically involves assets with user charges. Because it directly generates cash flows, this infrastructure is more likely to reach the same or higher value as the assets divested. These assets allow governments to replace older sources of revenues from divested assets with new sources of revenues, and provide financial returns to the governments’ operational budget and public balance sheet.

They are also of greater interest to the market, and offer more opportunities for future monetization, providing a sustainable asset recycling cycle for governments. A reinvestment strategy that allocates a large and majority portion of the capital proceeds into these types of assets has the potential to create a new valuable capital stock of infrastructure that could be recycled in the future. This strategy presumes that the private sector overprices the political, demand and construction risks, and is also ready to pay more for operating assets than the government’s book value.

Strategy 2 – Reinvest to maximize both social and economic value based on populations’ needs

The second strategy is to reinvest in infrastructure most needed from a social, environmental and economic value. This means the proceeds from divestment will also go to social infrastructure, which includes assets that fund social services. These social services include schools, hospitals, elderly care homes, sports facilities, prisons, courthouses, and community housing.

Social infrastructure projects sit high on the political agenda and will attract high levels of support, which is important for implementing an asset recycling programme in infrastructure. These projects often find it difficult to be earmarked for funding by government budgets and it is recommended that they be allocated a fair portion of the proceeds. When redirecting proceeds to these types of projects, it is important for governments to identify and secure their long-term funding, usually from tax proceeds.
It is also important to consider geographic areas outside of the major cities and trade corridors within a country or at a regional level. This rural infrastructure supports smaller towns and communities that can face difficulty competing for budget allocations due to the increased pressures of urbanization. The development of a rural infrastructure programme, which bundles prioritized projects to address both economic and social infrastructure in these areas, can facilitate sharing benefits with the wider community and attracting further levels of support.

To attract private investment to support the delivery of social and rural infrastructure projects, governments need to pass legislation guaranteeing the long-term funding through availability payments, which might run the risk of not being sustainably funded. Using the capital proceeds to deliver this infrastructure overcomes this issue. The downside, however, is that these assets typically do not provide future opportunities to recycle capital and deliver more infrastructure.\(^{37}\)

**Reinvestment methods**

Once the reinvestment strategy is agreed upon there are several routes for governments to procure the projects and deliver the proposed benefits. The procurement method will depend heavily on the type, scale and complexity of the project, as well as the ability of the public sector to handle civil works contracts efficiently. These options include:

- **Traditional procurement.** An example is design and build contracts. The government provides direct public finance using the capital proceeds and also bears the risk associated with managing the delivery of greenfield projects, such as construction delays and patronage forecasts. This is an appropriate choice for mature governments with an in-house capability to plan and procure engineering and construction projects.

- **Joint venture.** Governments may choose to continue a partnership with specialist long-term investors and enter directly into a joint venture for a number of similar greenfield infrastructure projects from the infrastructure pipeline. The government uses the capital proceeds from divested assets to cover their equity stake in special purpose vehicle (SPV) alongside the private partner. This is an appropriate choice where successful and well-established public-private partnerships exist, such as those between local government and private consortiums led by local pension funds and supported by specialist infrastructure investors.

- **Greenfield Public Private Partnership (PPP) Concession.** Asset recycling can also help to enhance greenfield PPPs by using the capital proceeds to provide guarantees to investors in the form of a standby line of credit, also known as a “liquidity pool”. This will only be made available if agreed upon risks materialized in the greenfield stages, such as insufficient patronage in the early years of operation. This allows the project to achieve a higher investment grade rating category than is possible from the project on a standalone basis.\(^{38}\) This can be particularly useful in emerging markets where there can be perceived higher political risks by investors.
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Step 3 – Recycle assets in the future

Governments might want to recycle newly built assets in the future. This will more likely happen if some of the proceeds are reinvested into economic infrastructure that are attractive to the market once built and in operation.

In this case governments can consider the strategy of Build Now, Divest Later, whereby governments look to use public capital to seed greenfield infrastructure project development by initiating and funding project development to a point where they are either no longer comfortable with the management of risk or alternatively they may choose to divest (temporally or partially) from the project and reinvest the proceeds towards developing further projects in the pipeline. An example is provided in Box 3.

This strategy is mainly built on the traditional public procurement routes, such as design and build contracts, and can be profitable only if the government has the capabilities to manage early project lifecycle stages better than the private sector. By divesting later on in the project lifecycle, such as in the early years of operations, the government can attract better valuations from investors that are seeking low-risk and long-term inflation-hedged investments, such as pension funds, thus generating better returns for their infrastructure funds to finance future projects.

Alternatively, governments may choose to recycle assets once they have been transferred to public ownership from greenfield public-private partnership concessions or in joint ventures the government has the option to divest its equity stake. In all cases, an asset recycling strategy focuses on reusing the capital proceeds from divested assets to provide new infrastructure for future population needs.

Ultimately, each jurisdiction will need to strike its own balance to determine how to maximize value and distribute the benefits to the population as efficiently and effectively as possible.

Box 3: A build now divest later example from the Sydney Motorway Corporation and the WestConnex Motorway Project

The A$16.8 billion, 33km WestConnex Motorway Project is an example of the New South Wales (NSW) government using a build now divest later approach. The NSW government planned to retain 100% ownership until construction is complete to maximize the sale price for future sell-down of their equity stake. The initial finance was raised from a mixture of loans from the private sector, state and federal governments, as well as capital proceeds from asset recycling collected in the Restart NSW, which is a state infrastructure fund. The project was split into three sections and the plan is to divest each section of the motorway as construction is completed.

The key elements of this approach include:
- Reinvestment of capital proceeds from asset recycling;
- A state entity holding equity in the special purpose vehicles (SPV) created to deliver the project;
- The state acting as a “contract aggregator” and taking the lead role on structuring and procurement;
- Limited-recourse private sector debt finance against future toll revenues to fund construction costs, making it self-supporting and therefore without government guarantee; and
- Retaining flexibility for the state to progressively sell down equity in the project at appropriate points in time to optimize value.39

To facilitate this approach, separate project entities are being established for the delivery of each section of the WestConnex. These are wholly owned subsidiaries of the SPV and will be responsible for holding the long-term toll concession for their respective stage during the project.

In May 2017, the NSW government announced its intention to divest 51% to 100% of the SPV to investors.40 It is believed that the move was to boost the sale price because of the high level of interest from large investors at current low interest rates. The money raised from the sale will then be used to fund the final stage of the motorway, which is due for completion in 2023 and will cost more than $7 billion to construct.41
Misunderstandings about asset recycling

Asset recycling in infrastructure has received more attention in recent years, but a number of misunderstandings have been observed, impeding its development as an effective, alternate option to finance infrastructure. The asset recycling concept, beyond its apparent simplicity, requires a very careful communication strategy and systematic plan, and execution on the part of government to ensure its success.

Asset recycling engages a large variety of stakeholders, who typically want to know the answers to the questions below.

Is asset recycling the same as privatization?

Privatization means selling an asset to a private owner. Contrary to privatization, asset recycling has two steps: (1) Monetizing an existing asset or assets and (2) Reinvesting the proceeds into new infrastructure.

The two steps allow for another vision than simply selling one asset (a transaction), and have a different impact on government balance sheets because there is reinvestment into new assets. In addition, the first step does not have to be the full sale of an asset to the private sector. In fact, most of the time, it will be the lease of the operation side of an asset for a limited period of time, with additional safeguards in the contract regarding the value of user fees/payments by the government and their evolution through time, as well as the level of service expected from the operator.

Does asset recycling mean only profits will count?

Asset recycling aims to maximize the overall value. The value does not have to be based on money alone, and the government can also consider social and environmental priorities when deciding on the terms of the contract for assets it will lease to private actors, and when choosing which new projects to build with the proceeds from the lease. In the NSW example (see Box 5), the proceeds from divestiture of existing assets were enough to build both comparable revenue-generating assets and social infrastructure.

Assets leased to the private sector usually include regulation or a contract clause limiting the user fees or profits of the private actors, as well as requirements in terms of levels of service or investment in maintenance.

Does asset recycling mean losing control over key assets?

Divesting existing assets can be done in many different ways, of which complete privatization, without any regulation or control from the government is rare. The concession model lets the government define by contract what the operator of the asset can do, thus retaining control of aspects key for the public. Selling shares in a public company can also leave control to the government if it stays a majority shareholder.

Because infrastructure assets attract pension funds, especially local ones, they keep a partial control of the assets through the local pension fund board. Also, with them as investors in infrastructure, citizens benefit from the asset twice, as users and investors through their pension plans.

Are you selling off the public silverware? Are assets sold better than the ones being built?

A worry is that the private sector is only interested in the infrastructure that is most profitable and that the government will lose by leaving these assets to the private sector. However, when these assets are leased through a bidding process, the government will get the equivalent of the future cash flows from these assets. The government might even make a profit because investors are willing to pay a premium for an investment that better matches their risk-return target compared to other assets on the market.

This question also refers to whether the assets in which the capital would be redirected are of less value than the ones leased. If value refers only to the sum of future cash flows, the government can choose to prioritize commercial assets with similar cash flows or value to private investors. However, value for the public is larger than the stream of cash flows. If the source of funding for new assets is secure in the government’s budget, investing in social infrastructure could be as valuable to the population.

Is asset recycling funding or financing?

Asset recycling is often considered funding instead of financing because the capital for new projects does not increase the sovereign debt and comes with none of the conditions attached to a loan. It also instantly brings more capital to the government’s balance sheet.

However, when divesting an asset, the government gets the equivalent now of the value of future streams of revenue from this asset. Unless this capital is used for the whole lifecycle of a new asset (construction, maintenance and operations), the government will still need to secure future funding for new assets, ideally through inclusive user fees.

Is asset recycling a gift to the private sector? How does it benefit the public?

If the divesting process is well handled and assets are attractive to private investors because of their risk-return preferences, the government can get a premium on the divestiture of its assets. When this money is invested in new infrastructure that could not have been financed otherwise, the population can benefit from a higher level of service.
Will asset recycling decrease government revenues?

The government does forego full future revenues from the asset (or commit to make future payments), but it gets the equivalent of these future payments now. Therefore, the government should reinvest this capital, considering it might need to make up for fewer revenues in the future.

It is important to note that the government will lease or sell at a high premium, which should cover new investments in both economic and social infrastructure projects. In the case of investments in assets paid by user fees, the government might end up receiving more revenues in the future. But even if the government invests in some social infrastructure, the tax flow generated by the creation of such infrastructure and the cash flow generated through ancillary services might create a virtuous circle for the asset recycling concept.

Once asset recycling is explained to community members, research suggests that it can receive the highest levels of support among other options for financing infrastructure, as demonstrated in Box 4.

Box 4: Public awareness and opinion research on asset recycling

The awareness of asset recycling to finance infrastructure projects is quite low among the public community. Once asset recycling was explained, it received a very strong level of support. Whereas, there were strong levels of opposition to more traditional forms of financing infrastructure such as increasing tax and borrowing/public debt. This finding, illustrated in Figure 8, is from research carried out in February 2017 in the State of Queensland, Australia.

Figure 8: Public opinion research on awareness of and attitudes towards asset recycling

This research shows that the political argument and public support for asset recycling is there to be won. The respondents also strongly agreed with the following statements with regards to asset recycling in infrastructure:

- More people can be employed by reinvesting the proceeds of asset recycling into new infrastructure development.
- Asset recycling allows the development of new infrastructure without having to borrow more money, increase state debt or introduce new taxes, levies or tolls.
- Protections can ensure funds raised from asset recycling are only spent on new infrastructure projects.
- Asset recycling can enable investment in new income-generating assets, ensuring continued revenue for Queensland.
- Protections can ensure limits on foreign ownership of essential infrastructure.
- Through long-term leasing, tight controls can be maintained by government over the cost and delivery of services.
- Through their super funds, Australians can collectively invest in former state assets, enabling ownership of these assets to continue.
- The lease or sale of state assets could make money, particularly on older, mature assets, which would otherwise cost more money and lose value over time.

Source: Infrastructure Partnerships Australia
Checklist for considering an asset recycling strategy

Before embarking on an asset recycling strategy, governments should assess the appropriateness and feasibility of the programme for a specific jurisdiction. The checklist in Figure 9 identifies some important points to consider.

**Figure 9: A checklist for governments considering asset recycling**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THEME</th>
<th>FACTOR</th>
<th>ASSET RECYCLING IS A GOOD OPTION TO CONSIDER WHEN:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Stock</td>
<td>Government ownership of assets</td>
<td>The government owns and operates assets that could be leased to the private sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infrastructure needs</td>
<td>Infrastructure needs are well assessed and exceed available capital even after debt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Debt level</td>
<td>Government debt level is high, borrowing more endangers credit ratings, or other expenses cannot be financed otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash flows of existing infrastructure</td>
<td>Assets can be funded through user-fees or taxes are allocated to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash flows of new infrastructure</td>
<td>New infrastructure will be cash-flow generating, or population are ready to pay taxes / fees for maintenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Finances</td>
<td>Effective operation of existing infrastructure</td>
<td>The private sector can effectively operate existing infrastructure assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supportive regulatory framework</td>
<td>Infrastructure sectors have been deregulated: There is a regulatory environment that is conducive to infrastructure investing for long-term investors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government capabilities to build new infrastructure</td>
<td>The government can access capabilities to efficiently build new infrastructure and does not depend too much on the private sector for it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Context</td>
<td>Political support in the community</td>
<td>Actors most trusted by the population are informed, engaged and support Asset Recycling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political champion</td>
<td>Government leader with decision-making power and legitimacy supports the programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintaining control over core services</td>
<td>The government can implement safeguards to ensure high quality service and protect sovereign interest in critical infrastructure, and convince populations of its accountability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Participation</td>
<td>Private-sector readiness</td>
<td>Competitive and private sector environment with capable players and potential local investors to be involved (e.g. pension funds)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Implementing an infrastructure asset recycling programme

Inspired by best practice examples, this report has identified nine principles organized in three key action areas (see Figure 10) that have been successfully employed by governments to make the most of an infrastructure asset recycling strategy. The tools that support these principles and provide examples of how they have been used are also highlighted.

Figure 10: A framework for implementing infrastructure asset recycling

Source: Authors
Setting a clear programme of infrastructure investment

Principle one: Assessing and answering the needs for new infrastructure

The main goal of asset recycling is to provide better infrastructure services to the population. Therefore, the first step should be to undertake an assessment of the current capacity, condition and performance of existing infrastructure sectors as well as the drivers of future infrastructure demand. These drivers include population growth and urbanization. This will identify current and future stress points and enable a jurisdiction to prepare and prioritize an investment programme to address them.

The investment programme should explore innovative solutions, both in terms of the type of infrastructure to be renovated or built and ways to deliver it efficiently and effectively. The programme should also include a funding and financing strategy, evaluating the options for financing the cost of building new infrastructure, as well as the sources of funding for its operation and maintenance phase.

Having this clear investment picture in place prior to divesting assets will enable the government to effectively demonstrate the value and benefits of an asset recycling programme to the community and taxpayers.

Principle two: Adopting a system-wide perspective on infrastructure planning and delivery

Asset recycling is a strategy of value maximization based on a systematic evaluation of both a territory’s assets and its needs. Therefore, it is likely to require a shift in how governments have managed their infrastructure planning and operation, especially if infrastructure planning responsibilities are shared by different departments.

Governments can benefit from a system-wide perspective to infrastructure to focus on the needs and services instead of assets per se. This new perspective should transcend the traditional regional and functional boundaries set by the bureaucracy of the organization to envision innovative solutions to problems and provide more value for the capital invested, rather than thinking in terms of infrastructure assets.

Principle three: Directing capital towards prioritized infrastructure

The aim of an asset recycling programme is to guarantee the use of the capital proceeds from divested infrastructure assets for new and needed infrastructure. A structure should be created to provide the population with a guarantee that this capital will be used to finance the construction of new infrastructure and deliver them the benefits. This structure should be able to withstand any political or economic changes.

Toolbox

Prioritized list of projects. Building and sharing a pipeline of projects and engaging stakeholders and communities around this list and the criteria used to build it is an important part of creating the population’s support.42

Independent infrastructure agency. Using a dedicated infrastructure agency or team that can cross the boundaries of government bureaucracy and can help support the process of rethinking infrastructure needs and planning is important. Using business cases for projects to demonstrate value for money can support such a new vision and can enable long-term and integrated planning for infrastructure.

Infrastructure trust fund. Creating a trust fund is an effective way to earmark funds and allow the gradual drawdown of cash over several years depending on the new project’s implementation stage. This type of fund clearly demonstrates commitment, accountability and transparency to the public, and is an effective way to establish trust and build support. The infrastructure trust fund should have strong governance, independent reporting, and well-defined key performance indicators validated by an independent audit to ensure good performance.

The same independent infrastructure agency in charge of establishing the list of prioritized projects could oversee the management of the fund. This would protect projects from the risk that a political change in government takes the capital away. An example of this is provided in Box 5.
Box 5: New South Wales (NSW) Infrastructure Agency and Infrastructure Fund, Australia

In 2011 the NSW government established an independent infrastructure agency, known as Infrastructure NSW (see Figure 11), which has the mandate to advise the NSW government on:

- Priorities for investment in major state infrastructure over A$100 million.
- Improving capital use to get better performance of existing state assets.
- Ensuring value for money by assuring the planning and delivery of future state assets.
- Ensuring that decisions about state infrastructure projects are informed by expert professional analysis and advice.  

Figure 11: Core functions and activities of the NSW Infrastructure Agency and Infrastructure Fund

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Functions and Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPERT ADVICE</td>
<td>• Independent and strategic advice to the NSW Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Preparing the 20-year infrastructure investment plan every five years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compiling the annual five year Prioritised Infrastructure Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFRASTRUCTURE FUND</td>
<td>• Independent assessment and recommendations for priority projects to receive immediate funding and delivery through the NSW Government’s dedicated infrastructure fund (RestartNSW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT ASSURANCE</td>
<td>• Monitoring NSW’s overall infrastructure program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Carrying out independent reviews of projects ensuring the State’s infrastructure projects are being effectively developed and delivered on time and on budget, and in accordance with the NSW Government’s objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>• A specialist project management unit (ProjectsNSW) who manages the procurement and delivery of nominated priority projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Infrastructure NSW

The NSW government set up a new infrastructure fund, Restart NSW, to earmark capital for its prioritized infrastructure programme, Rebuilding NSW. This programme was based on Infrastructure NSW’s list of priority projects that was created to address critical infrastructure needs aimed to reduce congestion, support population growth and increase productivity across Sydney and regional NSW.

The bulk of the programme was to be funded by capital proceeds from its asset recycling programme, which mainly involved the long-term, 99-year lease of 49% of the state’s existing electricity network assets, known as Poles and Wires. The fund was established to guarantee that the capital was to be used for new infrastructure projects only, protecting it from use for other purposes, as illustrated in Figure 12.
Complete transparency and traceability is provided to the public about the amount of capital proceeds raised and spent in the fund by the NSW treasurer in the regular state budget updates, which also provide full details on all individual projects that are earmarked to receive funding.

Since its creation, cash inflows deposited into the fund have totalled A$ 29.8 billion. From this, A$ 20.2 billion has been allocated to the Rebuilding NSW infrastructure programme and a surplus of A$ 9.8 billion has been reserved and committed to other priority infrastructure projects.

Maximizing the value of divested infrastructure assets

A key pillar of asset recycling is divesting assets that may be worth more to the private sector than to the government. This can be true because the private sector can operate the asset more efficiently than the government, bring a better level of service, or because the investment in the asset is more attractive than other comparable investments on the market.

First, a regulatory framework allowing the engagement of private actors in infrastructure is essential. This should include robust and transparent operational and financial performance reporting requirements of the assets and companies involved. The ability of governments and regulatory bodies to ensure the divested asset continues to provide a service to the population as good or better is a critical factor to the success of an asset recycling strategy. It also enables communication of benefits drawn from evidence-based reporting.

Second, governments need to define which assets could be leased and operated by the private sector. In general, engaging private actors can be considered if:
The asset is not considered a core public service where the presence of the private sector could endanger the safety or values of the community and/or country. There is evidence of improved service delivery under private sector ownership and operations, using asset performance data and comparisons with leading industry benchmarks. (See Box 6.) There is a positive net economic benefit from divesting the asset to reinvest the capital proceeds towards delivering additional critical infrastructure. This analysis should also consider the costs of not proactively addressing critical infrastructure needs of the population.

To find assets that could be leased and operated by the private sector, the government could focus on commercial assets with track records of good operation by the private sector, such as airports or transmission lines. However, there is space for innovation based on private investors’ interest, for example, the redevelopment of public property or the lease of land as part of an infrastructure asset recycling programme.

In the United Kingdom, the government is selling ageing and ineffective inner city prison infrastructure to private developers, and using the capital proceeds to pay for the costs to build nine new and modern correctional facilities. The urban regeneration of the existing prison precincts is providing 3,000 new and much-needed homes, improving streetscapes and creating opportunity for people to own a home that is well serviced by amenities.46

Governments also must determine the preferred type and mix of private actors deemed suitable for engagement over these assets. For example, what are the capital sources? Are they local and/or foreign ownership, specialist operators, pension funds or other private capital sources? Consortiums led by local pension funds combined with specialist infrastructure investors and operators would make the proposal attractive to the community.

**Box 6: The impact of private infrastructure investors on service delivery levels in the United Kingdom’s infrastructure sectors**

There is limited direct analysis of the impact of investors on infrastructure as a sector. However, it is possible to look at specific sectors where private investment is most developed. The UK’s airports, energy distributors, and water and sewage companies have undergone a pronounced shift in ownership to specialist private investors over the past decade. An analysis47 of these sectors reveals:

- A reduction in annual water leakage by 13% annually – equivalent to the entire consumption of Wales (see Figure 13);
- Reductions in electricity supply interruptions by 29% and length of average outage by 39%; and
- High investment levels. Every year between 2004 and 2014, water companies and electricity distribution network operators invested more per customer than was generated in profits.

**Figure 13: Total water leakage across England and Wales (million litres per day - M/day)**

These improvements were attributed to the following factors created by the change in ownership:

- A long-term perspective on the asset, with focus on performance and value creation;
- A focus on the underlying infrastructure, rather than ancillary commercial businesses;
- The desire to work with regulators for the long-term benefit of consumers; and
- An alignment of management incentives with long-term performance.

The analysis48 concluded that there has been a notable improvement in performance across all major asset classes, which is largely due to the expertise and large capital investment of private investors.
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Principle five: Benefiting from private-sector expertise and innovation

Leasing an existing asset to private partners over long periods will allow them time to invest in operational improvements as well as research and development, which should improve the level of service and overall performance of the asset. To ensure this level of quality is reached at a reasonable price for the user and taxpayers, the government should have processes in place to:

- Attract enough private consortiums with the right experience and track record to benefit from competition in the bidding process;
- Have the right incentives in the contract for the private sector to provide the best value for money; and
- Ensure service level requirements and safeguards are in place and match populations’ expectations and daily experiences.

Recent improvements in regulatory frameworks have introduced mechanisms to motivate adopting innovation and sharing cost savings with customers, which allows for reducing fees once privately owned companies have realized significant savings.

This has proven successful in some western European utilities, such as in the United Kingdom.49 Ofwat, the national water industry regulator, focused on outcomes and implemented a balanced package of risk and reward, allocating risks to the party best able to manage them. Ofwat provided meaningful outcome delivery incentives, both financial and reputational, to deliver the agreed performance commitments. This approach creates an environment where companies are incentivized to provide the best service to customers. By using additional mechanisms such as “efficiency sharing”,50 it can share future savings from investments with final users, which mitigates the impact on prices.

Toolbox

A standardized and transparent bidding process. A benchmark study of the process and results of comparable sales and concessions can help the design of an effective bidding process and impact the outcome. Managing a standardized, transparent and easily accessible bidding process will attract bidders by reducing uncertainty, giving them confidence to invest time and effort into developing a competitive and quality proposal.

Service-level requirements and safeguard clauses. Picking the most effective type of private participation model and crafting a concession agreement with clauses that protect the levels of service for users through key performance indicators and safeguard clauses will be important to the process of successfully divesting assets. Some examples of the clauses that can be enforced in the concession agreements to protect public interests include:52

- Operations and Maintenance performance and environmental standards;
- Price guarantees and selection of growth indices;
- Private party excess revenue sharing provisions;
- Post transaction requirements, such as employment guarantees;
- Support for asset capacity expansion and upgrades; and
- Risk of default and/or renegotiation.

Standardized lease contracts. Building standardized contract models and processes at the regional or country level could limit the preparation costs for private partners, while allowing the government to preserve the learning from previous or shared experiences by reflecting it in model contracts. This is also an opportunity to accelerate standardization in financial documentation and reporting practices by applying a best-practice framework shared by both the public and private sectors.

Principle six: Building government capabilities and long-term accountability

Asset recycling encourages governments to focus on strengthening capabilities in planning infrastructure, developing the most effective solutions, planning and procuring infrastructure projects, and regulating infrastructure operations and maintenance activities. It also encourages proactive data capture and management of assets on the public balance sheet to maximize value for money to taxpayers.

Asset recycling will also encourage diligent management of the bidding process for divesting public assets. The process is quite complex and benefits from being systematically set up and learning from past and other experiences. As a result, having an agency or authority in charge of managing the process and continuously learning over the long term is the most effective form of governance. Having this entity separate from the government’s bureaucracy can help insulate its recommendations from political influence. Staffing it with people with a wide range of public and private experience in infrastructure can also help to develop in-house capability with diverse areas of expertise, for example legal, financial, engineering, project management, and public relations specialists. This will also create opportunities for innovation.51
Creating momentum and political support

Having the right processes in place to maximize the value of the programme might not be sufficient to successfully lead asset recycling. There also needs to be momentum to launch, lead and support the programme.

Principle seven: National programme and incentive to local governments

In cases where most of the infrastructure stock is owned by local governments, the national or federal government can support local efforts by creating national momentum. A national programme should aim to commit local government leaders and provide them with an incentive to exercise the political will to implement an asset recycling programme in their jurisdictions. A national programme should also support the principles, processes and tools described above, notably technical assistance to local governments. It will also incentivize local politicians to act. An example is provided in Box 7.

Box 7: The National Partnership Agreement on asset recycling in Australia

Asset recycling was encouraged by the federal government, which in 2014 implemented an intergovernmental agreement – the National Partnership Agreement on asset recycling. The agreement was implemented to assist in addressing state and territory funding constraints that limit their ability to invest in additional economic infrastructure.

The aim of the agreement was to contribute to increased investment in productivity-enhancing infrastructure by encouraging the sale or lease of state-owned assets to unlock funds and recycle the capital into additional infrastructure.

Included in the agreement was a financial incentive to state and territory governments seeking to divest assets and use the proceeds for new infrastructure. For any state and/or territory asset that was monetized, the state and/or territory government would receive an additional payment, provided by the Australian Treasury, equivalent to 15% of the proceeds from the sale that were reinvested in new infrastructure projects.

To be eligible for a payment from the A$5 billion asset recycling Initiative fund, the projects proposed must meet the following criteria:
- They must demonstrate a clear net positive benefit;
- They must enhance long-term productive capacity of the economy; and
- Where possible, they should provide for enhanced private sector involvement in both the funding and financing of the infrastructure

To demonstrate that the project has a net positive benefit, the State or Territory must provide a cost-benefit analysis. For infrastructure projects where the State or Territory is seeking a Commonwealth contribution of A$100 million or more, Infrastructure Australia (an independent central infrastructure agency) is required to review the cost-benefit analysis for the State or Territory to qualify for payment. Infrastructure Australia provides technical assistance as well as a national perspective, thus improving the linkages between state jurisdictions, and shifting decisions about infrastructure from the traditional ‘bottom-up’ project-by-project and jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction approach to a much broader ‘top-down’ focus linked to national objectives and priorities.

Once qualified the payment was made in two stages, based on the following milestones:
- Fifty per cent when the asset sale process starts and infrastructure planning commences; and
- The remainder on the sale of the asset and start of the infrastructure project.

These milestones were also set against a timeframe, which was 2 years from commencement of the agreement. During 2015 to 2019 this initiative provided A$3.34 billion in payments to States and Territories for infrastructure projects.
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Principle eight: Political leadership and accountability

An asset recycling programme can necessitate changes in existing processes with government and with external stakeholders. Given the complexity of designing and implementing such changes, strong political will to mobilize stakeholders to design and implement such a programme is paramount. Once convinced of the programme’s fit with the territory’s need, national and local political leaders should campaign for it and be willing to communicate and engage stakeholders and communities.

Public accountability is key. Political leaders should create momentum and demonstrate that they will not interfere with the processes set in place for political reasons. This reduces uncertainty and the risk of using the capital for another cause. The use of the infrastructure fund and independent agency can help build this accountability.

Principle 9: Engaging stakeholders and communities

Private participation in infrastructure continues to be at the centre of much political and public debate. There are many good and bad examples of private capital investment in infrastructure. These examples are frequently used by various groups to defend each side of the debate, but they do not bring proponents and opponents closer together.

Moving away from ideologies and understanding communities’ and stakeholders’ concerns by engaging them directly to identify the key fears and threats and how they might be addressed can help tailor the programme to the needs and values of local communities. Mechanisms should be created that encourage the public to engage throughout the whole process. Engaging stakeholders can take several forms.

- **Informing**
  Communicating to the public about the processes and steps taken to make informed decisions and protect the public’s interest is paramount. A public opinion survey in Queensland, Australia, showed wide support for the asset recycling programme once its mechanism of divesting to reinvest in new infrastructure was explained. (See Box 8.)

- **Garnering support**
  Beyond informing and understanding, the programme should be tailored to the needs and concerns of stakeholders and communities to garner support.

**Toolbox**

**Intergovernmental agreements**

An intergovernmental agreement sets out the governance model for central and local governments and enables a collaborative approach to identify infrastructure funding options by using existing state-owned assets. The agreement should clearly define the objectives and expected outcomes, the roles and responsibilities of each party, reporting arrangements, and any financial matters.

**Financial incentive and milestone timeframes**

To motivate and reward the political goodwill and efforts of the local governments and relevant agencies, the central government can propose to contribute additional funding to the state infrastructure plan. This mechanism demonstrates a collaborative commitment to support the intergovernmental agreement and provides further funding to priority infrastructure. The incentives can also be adjustable depending on asset type and their attractiveness, as well as meeting population needs.

Introducing a limited time period can provide focus and improve the likelihood of an immediate and successful outcome. The timeframes need to be mutually agreed by all parties, as some jurisdictions might be more advanced than others, and therefore have an unfair advantage to benefit most from the agreement.

**Public opinion surveys and town hall meetings**

Using mechanisms such as public opinion surveys and town hall meetings can help to identify the public’s concerns, as well as their reaction to the rationale set forth by the government and to proposed solutions to their concerns. Adopting a more consultative and collaborative process with the local community at the planning and implementation stages considerably reduces opposition and builds support.
Box 8: Public engagement in New South Wales, Australia

A public opinion survey was conducted in New South Wales (NSW) in 2014 to collect the views and opinions of the local community prior to the NSW Poles and Wires divestment programme, a plan that initially sought to sell the NSW electricity networks to pay for new infrastructure.

A questionnaire was designed to capture the public’s concerns ahead of the divestment process, to identify the drivers opposing the sale of the assets. This was also an opportunity to collect opinions on some alternative options to a full sale, for example asset recycling, leasing or partial equity sell-down. The survey revealed that the major concerns among the population on the sale of the Poles and Wires were the following:

– The impact on prices under private ownership;
– The government needs to maintain control over essential services;
– Private companies only care about profits and shareholders;
– Money (proceeds) will be squandered by government; they cannot be trusted;
– There is a risk of job losses as private companies look for savings;
– Queries about the idea of foreign ownership of state assets; and
– Considering the full asset sales (privatizations), too many and fewer assets will exist for future generations.

In addition to these concerns, the survey also revealed the government would gain significantly increased levels of support from the public if:

– There were concrete benefits to provide a clear trade-off, for example additional infrastructure, which demonstrates value to the community of divesting public assets.
– The government considered alternative options to full asset sales such as temporary and/or partial sales, so that government control and future ownership is still retained.

This understanding of the public’s concerns helped the NSW government to tailor a divestment programme, which is highlighted in Box 2.
This report has demonstrated that infrastructure asset recycling has the potential to mobilize increased amounts of private capital through better alignment with pension funds and other long-term investors, which is the most immediate solution to closing the global infrastructure investment gap. Even without facing fiscal constraints, asset recycling can provide benefits to governments, such as more prudent public balance sheet management.57

Asset recycling enables governments to redirect capital towards their most critical infrastructure needs, using several innovative mechanisms including temporary-partial ownership to make it more attractive, incentives to align different levels of government and setting up infrastructure funds to protect the transfer of capital and make the process more transparent.

So far, the state of New South Wales has most successfully implemented a complete asset recycling strategy. Some of the concurring factors in New South Wales include:

- Political leadership;
- Infrastructure sectors with supportive regulation for privatization;
- An attractive asset base on public balance sheet for divesting;
- An independent and capable infrastructure agency;
- A dedicated infrastructure fund;
- A well-developed infrastructure plan; and
- Sufficient awareness and support from the population due to existing infrastructure challenges and bottlenecks.

In nearby jurisdictions, notably in the State of Queensland, asset divesting served only to repay government debt, which incurred adverse effects such as downgrades to credit ratings. This did not address the infrastructure needs of the population, which still remain.58

Asset recycling will need to adapt to each jurisdiction. Following are some considerations for developed and emerging markets.
Developed markets

There is potential to replicate the asset recycling recycling success from Australia/NSW into developed and mature markets such as in the Americas, notably in the United States, where infrastructure shortfalls are the largest of any country. The ownership of assets is more often at the municipal level than at state or federal level, with the same principles and recommendations applied. The introduction to asset recycling might be more effective starting at city level.

Other markets that might be suitable for implementing asset recycling include the United Kingdom, Italy, Japan or Canada. (See Box 9.) These countries face high levels of public debt, a shortfall in infrastructure investment, and possess a wealth of built and mature operating infrastructure assets.

Box 9: Assessing the infrastructure stock and planning for infrastructure needs: The example of Infrastructure Ontario, Canada

The Canadian province of Ontario has developed a robust plan to build and renew its infrastructure over the next 10 years. The projects in the plan have been selected based on an infrastructure assessment and evidence linked to factors such as improved service needs, economic impact, relationship to climate change, and benefits to the local community’s quality of life.

The priority infrastructure projects are distributed across the province, allowing for the wider community to benefit from the proposed investments in infrastructure. The province plans to invest more than CDN$160 billion, (from 2014) as outlined in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The province of Ontario’s 10-year infrastructure plan by sector

Source: Infrastructure Ontario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Transit</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highways &amp; Other Transportation</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The province of Ontario is also served by a large and diverse portfolio of public infrastructure, with a replacement value of close to CDN$550 billion, more than half the amount of the estimated US$1 trillion global infrastructure investment gap.

Assets include those that are directly owned by the province by consolidated agencies and broader public sector assets, as summarized in Figure 15.

**Figure 15: Estimated public infrastructure stock value in Ontario, Canada**

Ontario, with its partners, has built up a public infrastructure stock with a replacement value of close to $550 billion.

This infrastructure supports services that touch all aspects of our daily life, including:

- **5,000** SCHOOLS
- **24** COLLEGES
- **140+** HOSPITALS
- **16,900** KM OF HIGHWAYS
- **2,800+** BRIDGES
- **3,000+** GO TRANSMIT KM

Source: Infrastructure Ontario

As part of its funding and financing strategy, the government can work with the public sector agencies to explore options such as asset recycling to identify assets on their balance sheets suitable to be divested, and to use the capital proceeds to support the financing and delivery of its 10-year infrastructure plan. This would avoid the need to increase taxes or debt, which is currently at 92% of GDP, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Emerging markets

In emerging markets, particularly in Asia, public finance with Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs) support can account for more than 70% of all infrastructure investment. Progress in PPP’s for Greenfield projects has been slow and the Asia region is facing an estimated shortfall of $6.1 trillion by 2040 (including SDG’s). Governments need to consider all possible financing options to close this financing gap, including an asset recycling strategy programme.

Regulatory and institutional reforms are still needed to make infrastructure more attractive to private investors. A deepening of capital markets will also help channel the region’s substantial savings into productive infrastructure investments. For example, local pension funds can take an equity stake in mature operating assets.

Governments in emerging markets may lack the capability to procure and deliver greenfield infrastructure projects. In this case they may look to use the capital proceeds to encourage private investment into greenfield projects by providing guarantees to private investors in the form of a standby line of credit, also known as a “liquidity pool”. This will be made available to meet any project overruns in the construction phases as well as cash flow shortfalls in the ramp-up period into operations, thereby mitigating the project default risks. The mitigation of the default risks allows for the project to achieve a higher investment grade rating category than is possible from the fundamentals of the project on a standalone basis.

MDBs can also play an important role by sharing expertise and knowledge to support governments and local investors, for example pension funds, to work together with specialist infrastructure investors to identify and prepare assets for divesting. They could explore ways to support an incentive mechanism, similar to Australia’s federal support programme, through their guarantee programmes. MDBs might also consider supporting the management of a transparent bidding process, and help governments to redirect the capital proceeds into a protected infrastructure trust or fund, thereby avoiding the threat of corruption, and being available to finance only the most critical and beneficial projects that address the population’s rapidly growing needs.

In some emerging or frontier markets there could also be a lack of attractive assets on the public balance sheet. In many cases there are still challenges for governments to implement inclusive user charges to fund their infrastructure operations and maintenance. Until this fundamental challenge is addressed, asset recycling will not be a serious option to consider. In these circumstances, asset recycling might be included as part of future strategic infrastructure planning, identifying those assets that are currently being built or undergoing deregulation to be recycled in future and supporting the financing of future infrastructure projects. There might also be more creative options to consider. For example, Australia’s Northern Territory sold part of a government-owned insurance company, the Territory Insurance Office, as part of its infrastructure asset recycling programme.
Smaller scales of asset recycling

Another way forward is to promote asset recycling at a smaller level at the outset. A sectorial approach, for example divesting airports, is currently being considered in both India and Indonesia, to reinvest the capital into another series of airports. An example of a sectoral approach in the roads sector is provided in Box 10.

These smaller steps will build confidence among key stakeholders such as the public and investors that the asset recycling process is different and can be mutually successful. As the process matures, it can then be scaled up and introduced into other sectors and the resulting benefit will be the knowledge and capabilities developed. It is important to point out that infrastructure systems are integrated and an asset approach for investment should not replace a system-wide planning from the government.

Ultimately there is no one-size-fits-all approach. Various institutional maturity levels exist across regions over a number of key factors, such as political, legal and regulatory frameworks. However, the principles and goals of asset recycling could be applied in most circumstances, whether at a national, regional, local or sectoral level.

Box 10: The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI)

Today, 6,500 kilometres of highways are being maintained by the NHAI using public funds. This number is expected to more than double over the next five years. Previous maintenance models, such as the operate-maintain-transfer (OMT) approach, did not succeed because there was a fixed annual increase in payments to the authority irrespective of traffic volumes. In addition, contract tenures were shorter, which resulted in poor maintenance. As a result, only 2,500 kilometres of highways have been awarded on OMT, with just six to seven firms participating in these projects.

In 2017, the NHAI announced plans to divest and monetize 75 publicly funded operational highways to private investors using a 30-year lease to operate and maintain the highways, and for the private investors to collect revenues through user charges via toll stations in exchange for an upfront payment. The estimated proceeds may fetch the government about Rs 40,000 billion Indian rupees ($6 billion) and will be used to invest in developing more highways to meet the rapid population growth in the country.

This form of asset recycling is referred to as the new Toll Operate Transfer (TOT) model. The bidding process for the first segment began in September 2017 with 10 to 15 operational highways, and will remain open until early 2018. The bidders will include domestic road companies, as well as international infrastructure investors and funds.
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